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DRIVING INNOVATION. DELIVERING DELIGHT.

At Luminous, we understand that you don’t want interruptions,
especially when you are living a moment. That’s where our 3 decades
of expertise lies. With your needs in the centre, we constantly strive
to design products that not only deliver to your power back-up needs
but also delight you in more than one way.

Our expertise in Power Back-up Solutions, Home Electrical Solutions
& Solar Products has enabled us to come up with world class products.
Luminous fans have been delivering delight to the consumers with
constant innovation, refreshing designs and original style.
Making Luminous the foremost choice of discerning customers.

We operate in more than 36 countries, our employee base is of
6000, more than 60,000 channel partners and millions of customers
place their trust on us. That’s why when you bring home a Luminous,
a compliment follows.
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TECHNOLOGY YOU CAN TRUST
At Luminous, innovation is always in the air.
All our fans come with top-of-the-line technology
and powerful performance. With features like 100%
corrosion-free aluminium blades our fans withstand all
weather conditions.
Their unique stators fitted with hi-perm steel stampings
and 99% pure electrolytic-grade copper-wired windings
guarantee low watt consumption and high efficiency.
Designed for noise-less operation and longer life,
our ceiling fans are fitted with pre-sealed,
pre-greased ZZ-precision ball bearings.

What’s more, the secondary safety device in the
hanging system make these fans one of the safest
in the industry.
The compact in-house designed electronic circuits
ensure optimum speed regulation and luminosity
in our LED fans. Along with this, aluminium-pressure
die-cast top and bottom covers result in lower
temperature rise and higher durability.
With all this and more, our fans are truly
a breath of fresh air.
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BEAUTY THAT EMBODIES THE WORLD.
We all love exploring new cities and architecture. Getting inspired from this passion of ours,
we at Luminous thought of imbibing your home with the unique design of incredible architectures.
Our fans embodies the rich heritage of different monuments from different cities across the globe.
These fans are not just an electrical device but a décor to beautify your home.
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JAIPUR
The range reflects rich history and culture of the majestic city of Jaipur.

NEW YORK
A rare blend of modernism and flair that comes through in this theme
inspired by the city that never sleeps.

LONDON
Classical elegance embodying the aristocratic heritage of London,
making them a truly royal addition to your home.

RIO
The vibrant, electric city of Rio comes alive in this range that truly symbolize
its pulsating energy in every way.
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It’s from all over the world. It’s out of the world. The spectacular
Signature Collection of ceiling fans brings an international ambience
to your doorstep. Get ready to welcome the world to your home with
these fans that embody the finest experiences of some of the most
charismatic cities from across the globe. It’s time to indulge.
It’s time to give your home a new personality.
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NEW YORK
Modernity meets luxury in this
trendy range influenced by New York.
Bring home the iconic spirit of this city
with these fans that display a unique
combination of chic style and
cosmopolitan flair.
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Night Sky

9W
Cool Day
Light

IR Remote

True to its name, Manhattan range has the
most attractive, still sober looking fans.
These fans create a perfect ambience
for a typical Manhattan night out.

Moonlight Silver

5 Step
Light Dimmer

1200 mm I 80 Watts with Light
230 CMM | 350 RPM | 9 Watts
Cool Day Light with Dimmer
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Midnight Black

IR Remote

Alice White

New York Tiffany is the sleekest fan in India. The fan is
powered by a BLDC (Brushless Direct Current) motor
which makes the fan voltage fluctuation proof and
it consumes over 50% less power. The design of
the fan is inspired by the modern minimalism
seen in the architecture of New York.

1200 mm I 35 Watts
225 CMM I 330 RPM
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Midnight Black

A hard shell that mimics pearls,
the New York Hudson gives the illusion of
being weightless while being elegant.
Pearl White

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 350 RPM
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Alice White

Sleek in its form, streamlined in its function,
it’s a monochrome blend, inspired by the subtle
contrast within downtown Brooklyn.
Ale Brown

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 350 RPM
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Ale Brown

Alice White

The Richmond neighbourhood of New York is famous
for its modern, stylish and classy look & décor, that's
what inspires the design of this fan. Its long tapering
bottom canopy and the almost triangular shaped
motor makes the fan truly stand out.

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 380 RPM
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JAIPUR
Let your home reflect the
grandeur and splendour of the home of
royals – Jaipur. The opulent and extravagant
designs of the fans in this range truly epitomise
the rich culture and vibrant history
of this illustrious city.
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Abu Black

Soaked in tradition and enhanced
with ornate gold work, Jaipur Ghoomar
celebrates palatia lifestyle everyday.
Makrana White

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 350 RPM
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Malabar Silver

Classic white and gold matte finish,
Jaipur Bandhej gives your home
an exquisite look.
Shalimar Gold

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 350 RPM
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Makrana White

Abu Black

The pattern printed on these two models are
done using the special process of Tin Printing which
is being used for the first time in Fan industry in India.
The printed patterns are inspired by the traditional
textile art forms of “Minakari” prevalent in Rajasthan.

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 380 RPM
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Thar Gold

Andhi Grey

The pattern printed on these two models are
done using the special process of Tin Printing which
is being used for the first time in Fan industry in India.
The printed patterns are inspired by the traditional
textile art forms of “Sanganeri” prevalent in Rajasthan.

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 380 RPM
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Abu Black

Agaria White

The design is created in the image of the
“Trinetra” form – an indication of the 3 eyes of
Lord Shiva or Goddess Durga. The fan is named
after the festival of Gangaur, Gana stands for
Lord Shiva and Gaur stands for Goddess Durga.

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 380 RPM
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LONDON
Nothing exudes class and sophistication
London.
Nothinglike
exudes
class and sophistication like London.
Transport your home to the imperial
era with
these
fansto the imperial era with these fans
Transport
your
home
that are reminiscent of the elegant
stature
and aristocratic
that
are reminiscent
of the elegant stature and aristocratic
heritage of the British capital. heritage of the British capital.
LONDON
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British Beige

9W
Natural White
Light

IR Remote

Inspired by the grandiose and elegance of
the clock tower, London Big Ben adds
that extra opulence to your home.

5 Step
Light Dimmer

1200 mm I 80 Watts with Light
230 CMM I 350 RPM I 9 Watts
Natural White Light with Dimmer
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Galleon Gold

Sickle Silver

Named after the Windsor Castle in London,
this fan is a true symbol of royalty with its
shining opulence. The colonial style filigree
on the motor as well as on the blades along
with coloured gemstones, makes it stand
out. It is another first in the
Indian fan industry.

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 350 RPM
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Wimbledon White

A graceful form that
imitates the tulip, London Mayfair is
dynamic and exquisite.
Bourneville Brown

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 350 RPM
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Russet Brown

Wimbledon White

The fan is a true reflection of colonial design
and architecture with a unique flowing pattern
on its motor and blade trims, symbolising the
river Thames crossing through London

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 380 RPM
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RIO
The vibrant, eclectic city of
Rio comes alive in these
fans that truly symbolise its
pulsating energy in every way.
The eclectic designs and lively
colours of the fans under this
theme are sure to appeal to a
free-spirited urban audience.
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Azul Aqua

Capturing the spirit and energy of festivals,
the Rio Carnival is a statement piece that adds
vibrant colours and eclectic zing to any space.
Sangria Red

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 350 RPM
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Preto Black

Cristo White

The word “Novo” means new in Portuguese. The
fan has a completely new look with the shiny
foiled dots on its motor and blade trims.
The design is inspired by the traditional
fireworks on New Year’s Eve in Rio.

1200 mm I 75 Watts
230 CMM I 380 RPM
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Aspiration
RANGE

Crafted with integrated functional LED lights, these fans light up the
entire room. What’s more, remote regulated light and fan speeds give
you the ultimate comfort and convenience.
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Sapphire Black

5 blade, large domed LED light fan
that has international styling. Independent
operation of light and fan speed by
touch pad RF remote regulator.

Touch Pad R F
Remote

● Aerodynamically designed ABS Blades with matching trims
● Optically designed dome for better light dispersion
● Electroplated bod y

1320 mm (52) I 18W LED
115 Watts with Light
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Sporty Yellow

A curved sensation with heavy duty
ABS blades of striking colours.
This majestic LED fan is sure to make
a style statement of your personality.

Touch Pad R F
Remote

● Aerodynamically designed
heavy duty ABS Blades
● Optically designed dome for
better light dispersion
Cadillac Black

Pristine White

● Electroplated bod y

1380 mm (54)
18 W LED
95 Watts with light
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Merc Black

Lumero LED fan has a fluid design
concept and ABS blades that smoothly
glide out of a spherical motor body to
light up your life too.

Touch Pad R F
Remote

● Electroplated body
● Aerodynamically designed ABS blades & body
● Optically designed dome for better light dispersion
Surf White

1320 mm (52) I 18W LED
115 Watts with Light
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Kraft Wood

Illuminating the air
A high air delivery fan with an
integrated functional LED light.
With four specially crafted wood
finish blades, LiteAire is the perfect
complement for your home décor.
IR Remote

Hi-Air Delivery

Low Noise

Cool Day
Light

5 Step
Light Dimmer

● Premium wood finish blades designed specifically
for superior look and high air delivery
● Innovative modern canopy design
● Seamless fitment of blade and motor with invisible rivets

1200 mm (48) I 10W LED
90 Watts with light I 235 CMM
320 RPM
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Silky Gold

A high air delivery decorative ceiling fan with
integrated functional LED light and full function
remote regulation.
IR Remote

Hi-Air Delivery

Low Noise

Cool Day
Light

5 Step
Light Dimmer

● Aluminium blades for no corrosion
● Remote handset operates light
Wine Red

Mint White

and fan independent

1200 mm (48) I 10W LED
80 Watts with light I 235 CMM
350 RPM
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Copper

A result of our obsession with blending
beauty and performance. Larger sweep of
4 blade fan for more air thrust. All aluminium
components for a totally non-corrosive fan.

Hi-Air Delivery

Low Noise

● All aluminium fan-suitable for
coastal environment
● Superior metallic paint finish surpasses
the looks of plated fans

1300 mm (52) | 240 CMM
78 Watts | 330 RPM
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Decorative

PREMIUM RANGE
Built with a stronger motor to drive more air,
the larger body design adds to their stability along with
aerodynamically balanced blade technology
that makes this range truly superior.
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Satin White

With the minimalistic design inspired
by the Propeller of a Helicopter,
this fan adds to the plushness of
a modern home.

Hi-Air Delivery

● Low Noise
● High-Air Delivery
● Modern Minimalistic Design
Sporty Yellow

Low Noise

1200 mm (48) I 350 RPM
235 CMM
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Metallica
(Dual Plated)

Electroplated
The smooth elegant curves of the bottom and the top covers are like
inverted saucers and the fan is finished in electroplated shades.

Hi-Air Delivery

Low Noise

● Fully electroplated fan
● Simple and stylish design
● Large body & powerful motor
● Aluminium motor covers increase
the durability of the fan

Antique Nickel

Antique Copper

Antique Brass

1200 mm (48) I 230 CMM
78 Watts I 350 RPM
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Graphica

Aqua Finish
Enchanting effect of wood or granite finish.

Hi-Air Delivery

Low Noise

● Combination of aqua finish and special paints
● In wooden finish and modern graphic design
● Bottom static disc display with the
wooden or graphic finish

Woods

1200 mm (48) I 230 CMM
70 Watts I 350 RPM
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Espresso Gold

A sleek fan designed uniquely to add the
X factor of beauty to your living spaces.

Hi-Air Delivery

Hi-Speed

● Glossy motor ring
● Premium look
● Wine glass style sleeve &
canopy to cover downrod

Magnet Grey

Silky White

Silver Chrome

1200 mm (48) I 230 CMM
75 Watts I 380 RPM
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Black Copper
(Matt Finish)

Modern design with flat bottom, the
curved shaped blades gives the appearance
and profile of helicopter blades.

Hi-Air Delivery

● Available in Premium Matte
and Gloss Finish options
● Aerodynamically designed blades for
higher air delivery and better air thrust
● Elegant sleeve to cover downrod
Chrome White

Dusk Steel

Tuscan Red

Low Noise

1200 mm (48)
235 CMM
75 Watts
350 RPM
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Silent Blue

A unique and attractive design which
complements the décor of your home paired
with the performance of a high-speed,
high-air delivery fan.

Hi-Air Delivery

Hi-Speed

● State-of-the-art engineering to
provide high-air delivery and air thrust
1200 mm (48)
● Elegant designing to give
230 CMM
a premium modern look
75 Watts
● Wine glass style sleeve &
380 RPM
canopy to cover downrod
● Ring on top canopy
Caramel Khaki

Dusky Silver

Espresso Copper
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Sandstorm Gold

The unique design ensures uniform
air cutting and consistent air delivery
in every corner. It’s an addition to your
home décor as well.

Hi-Air Delivery

Hi-Speed

● Aerodynamically designed blades for higher
air delivery and better air thrust
● Powerful motor designed to produce
high-speed of rotation
● Elegant sleeve to cover downrod
● Ring on top canopy
Silver White

Magnet Grey

1200 mm (48) I 230 CMM
75 Watts I 380 RPM
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Champagne Gold

With a design inspired by the speed,
precision and sharpness of a warrior,
it is a fan which performs only to win.

Hi-Air Delivery

Hi-Speed

● Cutting edge design inspired by
Japanese fighters known for
their precise skills
● Aerodynamically designed wider
blades resulting in higher air delivery
and better air thrust
● Elegant looking sleeve to cover downrod
Symphony Gold

Silver White

1200 mm (48)
230 CMM
75 Watts
380 RPM
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Charcoal Black

The best i n c l ass

Matt Range

Range of decorative fans available
in different finish that enhance the
beauty of your home.

Hi-Air Delivery

Hi-Speed
(1200 mm)

● Metallic finish to enrich the decor of your interior
● Stronger motor and blades wider at end for breeze
● New age design to replace usual “Periphery ring” fan
● Matt finish is to enrich the decor of your interior

1200 mm (48) I 230 CMM
78 Watts I 380 RPM
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Berkeley Gold (EC)
1200 mm (48)

The best i n c l ass

Metallic Range

Range of decorative fans available in
different finish that enhance the beauty
of your home.

Hi-Air Delivery

Hi-Speed

● Metallic finish to enrich the
decor of your interior
● Stronger motor and blades wider
at end for breeze
● New age design to replace
Sparkle White (EC)

Cocoa Brown

Cool Blue Silver

900 mm (36) | 145 CMM | 55 Watts | 460 RPM
1200 mm (48) | 230 CMM | 78 Watts | 380 RPM
1400 mm (56) | 250 CMM |78 Watts | 300 RPM

usua “Periphery ring” fan

900 mm (36) / 1200 mm (48)
1400 mm (56)

* Easy clean available in 1200 mm sweep only."
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Mirage White
600 mm (24) | 900 mm (36)
1200 mm (48) | 1400 mm(56)

The best i n c l ass

Standard Range

Range of decorative fans available in
different finish that enhance the beauty of your home.

Available
in all
sweeps

Hi-Air Delivery

Hi-Speed
(600 mm & 1200 mm)

● Modern decor settings get an
enhancement with this perfect
combination of sleek style and technology.

900 mm (36) | 145 CMM | 55 Watts | 460 RPM

● With unique smooth flowing canopies
and downrod sleeve covering
Berry Red

600 mm (24)
1200 mm (48)

Butter Cream
600 mm (24)
900 mm (36)
1200 mm (48)

● Wider blades at tips give
conical air throw.

600 mm (24) | 110 CMM | 78 Watts | 820 RPM

.

1200 mm (48) | 230 CMM | 78 Watts | 380 RPM
1400 mm (56) | 250 CMM | 78 Watts | 300 RPM
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Ivory

Dominating annular ring on motor body
inspired by the classic lamp fittings lend
a distinct personality to the fan.
Sophisticated looks enhanced by modern
blade trims and single shade metallic paint.

Hi-Air Delivery

Low Noise

● Larger motor body for quicker heat dissipation
● Simple clean design with a bit of ostentatiousness
● Single shade metallic finish for classic looks

Lavender

Silver Shine

1200 mm (48) | 230 CMM
70 Watts | 350 RPM
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Lavender

Dominating annular ring on motor body inspired
by the classic lamp fittings lend a distinct personality
to the fan. Sophisticated looks enhanced by
modern blade trims and single shade metallic paint.

Low Noise

● Larger motor body for quicker heat dissipation
● Simple clean design with a bit of ostentatiousness
● Single shade metallic finish for classic looks

Ivory

1200 mm (48) I 220 CMM
50 Watts I 350 RPM
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Brown

A mini ceiling fan that truly delivers - a performer and beautiful.
Taking inspiration from nature, Petalaire has petals as it’s design theme.

Hi-Speed

● High-speed motor for more air thrust
● 4-petal shaped blades for higher air delivery
● Complementing embellishments on motor,
blades and canopies

Ivory

White

600 mm (24) I 120 CMM
70 Watts I 820 RPM
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Doll

Turn on your child's creativity

A vibrant range of fans for pre & early teens.
It complements their passion.

Hi-Air Delivery

Low Noise

● Decorative range to
complement your kids room
● Comes in vibrant pre & early
teens series- sport car,
cricket, doll, etc.
● Alphabets and nursery
ABCD

Cricket

Sports Car

rhyme series

1200 mm (48)
230 CMM
70 Watts
350 RPM
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Performance
RANGE

A superior paint finish adds a touch of
class to this range. Built with a strong motor and
high grade aluminium blades that are
aerodynamically balanced, these fans are
designed to delight.

Cedar Brown

Desert storm is the master of swift air delivery
and spectacular performance.

250
CMM

No. 1 Fan in Air
Delivery in India*

Hi-Air Delivery

Low Noise

● Wider and longer blades for more spread of air
● Best air delivery in industry
● Bigger motor size

1220mm (48) | 250 CMM
72 Watts | 350 RPM

● Clean sophisticated looks
Mint White

* For 3 blade fans of some sweep size
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Metallic White

The elegance of majestic metallic look
is the showstopper that elevates your
home decor.

Hi-Air Delivery

Hi-Speed

● Bigger motor with sophisticated metallic finish
● Wider blades for better air thrust

Pearl Ivory

1200mm (48) | 235 CMM
72 Watts | 380 RPM
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Ivory
1200 mm (48)

A high performance fan powered by
stronger motor to give high speed &
higher air delivery.

Available
in all
sweeps

Hi-Air Delivery

Cedar Brown
600 mm (24) | 900 mm (36)
1200 mm (48) |1400 mm (56)

Mint White
1200 mm (48)

Hi-Speed
(600 mm and 1200 mm)
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Matt Brown

Without a hint of noise,
this three-winged beauty
is a marvel of peaceful
air delivery.

Hi-Air Delivery

Low Noise

● Stronger motor
● Better air delivery
● Bigger motor size
● Clean sophisticated looks

Mint White

1200 mm (48) | 235 CMM
72 Watt | 350 RPM
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Mid Buff Glossy

An energy saving 5 Star fan,
that will quickly pay foritself with
energy savings, yet not
compromising on air delivery.

Low Noise

● An all aluminum body and blades
3 fan ensuring no corrosion
● In single shades finished in
powder coating

Matt Brown

White

1200mm (48) | 210 CMM
50 Watts | 330 RPM
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Brown

An energy efficient fan which
takes care of your electricity bill.

Low Noise

● More saving. Low power consumption
● Alluminium Fan for all terrains.
Great looks with long lasting
powder coating finish

White

Ivory

1200 mm (48)
215 CMM
50 Watts
350 RPM
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Decorative

CLASSIC RANGE
Available in single and two tone colour shades,
this range is designed with your personal taste in mind.
What’s more, metallic and non-metallic finishes further
add to the glamour of these fans.
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All Day Topaz

Sublime and sophisticated,
with twin tone colour schemes a truly value for money fan,
which has full decorative
embellishments.

Hi-Air Delivery

Hi-Speed

● Two tone metallic shades of
bold contrasts
● Well-rounded profile of motor
and blade trims
● Full decorative model at
a dream price

Ivory Dawn Red

Dusky Silver Blue

Mist grey Morning

1200mm (48) | 230 CMM
78 Watts | 380 RPM
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Sandstone Grey

A single shaded decorative fan
with gold or silver embellishments
on the blade trims and rings.
Sublime and sophisticated top
canopy further add to the beauty.

Hi-Speed

● Larger motor body for quicker
heat dissipation
● Simple clean design with a bit of
ostentatiousness

Ivory

Cameron Green

Choco Brown

1200mm (48)
220 CMM
70 Watts
380 RPM
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Ivory

Clean and uncluttered looks,
with simple and sober colour shades.

Hi-Speed

● Non metallic hi-gloss paint finish
● Simple clean design with a bit of
ostentatiousness

Brown

White

1200mm (48)
220 CMM
70 Watts
380 RPM
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Coffee Brown

Krazy
Traditional centre show cap on
motor body with solid single part blade
trims make this fan the best option for
those who seek value-for-money in
decorative fans.

Hi-Speed

● An all aluminum body
and blades fan
● Single colour shade to
suit any setting

Pearl Cream

White

1200mm (48) | 220 CMM
70 Watts | 380 RPM
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Crimson Cream

Elegant dual colour combination with decorative trims
add more life to your home décor.

Hi-Speed

● Decorative fan at affordable price
● High speed motor strengthened
with additional copper to
increase durability

Aqua Silver

Beige Brown

Eclipse Black

1200 mm (48) I 215 CMM
70 Watts I 380 RPM
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Transforming
Technologies

IN A WORLD CLASS SETUP
Luminous manufactures world-class products
with its behind the scenes state-of-the-art infrastructure.
There are various areas of in-house expertise, which
ensure top-notch quality and flawless output.
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